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Introduction
a. Preamble
Readers should note that Cu Coin (MBX) is not a regular crypto currency or initial token offering. We
are not creating another system utility token, payment crypto, or regular security token. The future
price of Cu Coin (MBX) does not depend on the financial success of the Blockchain Metal Company or
how much the token is used. The price of Cu Coin will rise and fall together with fluctuations in the
copper market. With the help of blockchain technology, the BMC is creating a new platform that will
revolutionize how we trade commodities globally.

b. The importance of Copper
Copper is one of the “base” or industrial metals. It has distinctive value in the global market due to its
industrial business enterprise worth.
It’s an element known for its conductivity, durability and corrosion resistance. While Construction and
electronics remain the main applications of copper, due to the mentioned qualities, it is used in almost
every industry; Computers, cars, lightning units, plumbing and motors are a few examples of where can
we find copper in our daily lives.
Spot copper prices are up 393% from their lows in 2001 (in comparison, gold is only up by 151%) and
it is very likely that copper prices will keep rising in the near future.
The underlying systems for renewable energies are 5 times more copper intensive than fossil fuel
reliant systems, and one charging station for electric vehicles alone contains 8 Kg of copper on
average. Learn more about the future of copper and how the green energy revolution is only one of the
reasons why coppers market value is likely to increase, in section 3. c. (Advantages of Cu Coin for
Long-Term investors).

c. About the London Metal Exchange
The London Metal Exchange (LME) is the world center for industrial metals trading. It’s one of the
most important markets in the world, allowing investors the possibility of hedging metal risk. An
equivalent of 3.5 billion tones of metal is traded on the Exchange annually.
The role of the London Metal Exchange is to provide facilities along with regulatory structures for
trading in LME contracts, and implementing a trading venue for transparent price discoveries. The
prices discovered on universally recognized as the global standard for base metals pricing. Mainly, this
presents transparency, efficiency and optionality for participants.
Copper prices are always settled by supply and demand, therefore, the LME establishes the price of
copper daily from offered prices discovered at the close of the second morning Ring, this is the so
called ‘’official price’’, however, the LME also establishes an ‘’Official settlement price’’ which is the
cash seller’s price and is used in physical copper contracts around the world. Once the price is set, the
LME records, distributes and publishes the price to vendors.
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Concept
a. Vision
The next generation token Cu Coin (MBX) is the most efficient, secure, and simplest way to trade
copper. This utility combines aspects of physical trading and advantages of trading financial
instruments online while cutting out all cost and time related inefficiencies for traders.
Cu Coin makes the commodities trade more accessible for new players as well as time and cost
efficient for all existing market actors. As the token is backed by 1 Kg of 99.99% purity copper stored
in our facilities, speculators can use it to profit from price fluctuations, physical traders can use it to
source their supply, and industries can easily hedge their raw material costs and outsource storage.
Blockchain technology adds all the benefits that decentralization brings and more.
BMC will use the ethereum blockchain, which is a widely used distributed ledger technology that
allows for the exchange of digital assets between wallets (similar to bank accounts) and for the
programming of self-executing contracts on the system (smart contracts).
Besides automating contractual obligations (such as payments), these contracts can be used to create
new digital assets (tokens) that can be designed and equipped with different rights. The ledger can be
viewed publicly, each transaction can be traced, and the authenticity of the asset is verified by its
decentralized network system. Creating duplicates of the assets or hacking the system is considered
impossible. These assets can be traded on online exchanges, or in "Over-The-Counter" deals enabling
contract flexibility. All this makes the ethereum blockchain a secure, accessible and practical system to
issue and administer warehouse receipts.

b. The MBX ecosystem explained
The MBX ecosystem has 3 pillars; the crypto assets (programmed on the ethereum blockchain as ERC20 tokens), BMCs warehouses where the underlying copper will be stored, and our in-house online
exchange allowing high liquidity and trading volumes.

i. Blockchain and Crypto-assets
The BMC will use the ethereum blockchain, its public ledger, and smart-contact functionality to issue
and administer negotiable warehouse receipts.
There are two relevant coins for the current Initial Token Offering, this list will expand as the BMC
adds new crypto assets backed by other metals such as aluminum:

1. Cu Coin
Our first product, the Cu Coin (MBX), is a negotiable warehouse receipt for 1 Kg of 99.99% pure
copper. Depending on market availability during the purchase of the underlying copper, the shape of
this copper might range from cathodes to ingots and will not be specified in the warehouse receipt. The
holder will have the right to choose from the stock available in our warehouses during the exchange of
the receipt for physical copper.
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A warehouse receipt is a legally defined document that provides proof of ownership of commodities
that are stored in a warehouse. Negotiable warehouse receipts allow transfer of ownership of that
commodity without having to deliver the physical commodity.
Equivalents can be found in most commercial codes around the world. In the USA, Article 7 of the
Uniform Commercial Code regulates warehouse receipts. The Cu Coin in particular is a warehouse
receipt designed in the sense of § 475 c Handelsgesetzbuch (German Commercial Code). All
requirements of both the German- as well as the Uniform- Commercial Code will be met by the BMC
during the issuing of Cu Coin as warehouse receipt.
Furthermore the ethereum blockchain meets all requirements regarding the possibility of electronic
warehouse receipts and the transferability of ownership. When it comes to the possibility of electronic
warehouse receipts § 475 c HGB states that “an electronic record equivalent to the warehouse receipt
fulfills the same functions as the warehouse receipt, provided it is ensured that the authenticity and
integrity of the recording are preserved.” The ethereum blockchain naturally meets these and all other
transfer requirements; Holders can be identified through the public key, the private key can replace
signatures, and all transactions are recorded on the ledger with time stamps.
The BMC will be fully liable for the quality and existence of the underlying copper. Holders can chose
to additionally insure their assets with one of our insurance partners.
This legal framework secures ownership of the underlying asset for Cu Coin (MBX) holders and
thereby protects them from the usual risks and market fluctuations that come with investing into crypto
assets. The Cu Coin (MBX) is not a debenture but a certificate for the direct ownership of the
underlying copper, purchasers are protected from counterparty default risks. Even in case of dissolution
of the BMC the ownership of the underlying copper remains with the coin holder without third party
claims.

2. Fee-Token
The Fee-Token (MBX) is pegged at 1 USD per token and is only of value in exchange for BMC
services. In other words; the Fee-Token will replace BMC internal fees such as online trading fees or
physical exchange fees (in case of requested delivery of underlying copper). There will be no
additional storage fees charged on Cu Coin holders. The initial purchase price and the delivery fee for
the physical exchange cover all storage fees.
This token is offered to ITO purchasers as an additional discount for potential future cost and leads to
an even cheaper commodity trading experience on our own exchange than already achieved with the
benefits that the Cu Coin brings as a utility itself.
The Fee-Token (MBX) will not be open for purchase through the BMC until our online exchange
launches. It may be traded on third party exchanges before, during, or after.

ii. Warehouses and physical delivery
The underlying copper will be stored in a BMC warehouse. The BMC aims to establish warehouses in
every important physical market across the world. In the beginning however, we chose Turkey to be
our main location for our storage facilities; its infrastructure, geographic location, and international
trade agreeements offer ideal logistical conditions, short supply routes, and convenient access to
multiple important markets.
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Depending on multiple factors such as our own growth, local security, real estate market conditions,
and other cost factors, the BMC has two ways of controlling facilities for the storage and safe keeping
of the underlying assets. Our first and dominant method is to buy and rent our own storage facilities. A
second method will be to work with independent warehouses and logistics partners across the globe,
this method can be used to optimize delivery routes for consumers quickly in earlier stage of BMCs
development.
The physical copper is delivered ex-warehouse. Any additional transportation costs are to be carried by
the exchanger however can be organized by the BMC. In addition the BMC will charge a small
physical exchange fee (see the paper version of the warehouse receipt on metalbx.com for more
information).

iii. Online-Exchange
We understand how important liquidity and the trading experience is for most of our purchasers. That’s
why BMC aims to launch its own online-exchange by the end of the Initial Token Offering (Q2 2020)
and will use a substantial amount of its revenues for its development and marketing to increase trading
volume fast.
Furthermore, as the Cu Coin (MBX) is not a security and is regulated under the commercial code, it
will not face the usual challenges that most security tokens face during listing processes on third party
exchanges. We expect active trading on decentralized exchange platforms and will permit listing on
centralized crypto exchanges until our own exchange is running and has enough trading volume.

c. Initial Token Offering
i.

Technical procedure

The ITO begins in the second quarter of 2019 and will last a total of 12 months (exact dates will be
published on our website). Funds will be received in 5 stages each lasting 2 months and will be
separated with 2-week breaks in-between each stage.
Each stage will have a hard-cap of 12,500,000 USD which is approximately 2000 tons of copper
(2.000.000 Cu Coins) at November 2018 prices. This hard cap (in combination with the time frames)
gives us a realistic volume to handle in terms of logistics and will ensure that all steps of the ITO can
proceed smoothly.
The price of the Cu Coin can not be established before and depends on two factors: the first one being
the LME market price of copper at time of purchase of the underlying assets, and secondly the stage
discounts that we offer as BMC on this market price. Economies of scale and our private supplier
network make it possible for any size buyer to benefit of industrial bulk order discounts that are not
available anywhere else online (discounts for Cu Coin purchasers reach up to 400 $ on a ton of copper).
Discounts on the market price and Fee-Token bonuses will decrease with each stage (more information
on stage discounts will be published on our website).
The minimum purchase is 100 USD and buyers can send us funds in Crypto or FIAT:
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FIAT:
We accept bank transfers (SWIFT) to our bank accounts (information will be announced
on metalbx.com during the ITO). For KYC purposes it is enough to submit an Order
Form (includes agreement to contracts) on our website that we can link with your
incoming bank transaction information. All transaction costs are to be covered by the
purchaser in his or her contribution (conventional bank fees, ask your bank).
Crypto:
Crypto transactions will be processed through an established ITO service provider (more
information will be published on metalbx.com). Additionally the same service provider
will carry out simple KYC procedures and let purchasers sign the relevant contracts
online. Cryptos will be converted to FIAT and added to the pool within one day. All
transaction and exchange costs are to be covered by the purchaser in his or her
contribution (third party service provider fees, see website of service provider).
All funds will be pooled in FIAT until the end of each stage. At this point the BMC will lock in a
market price with its supplier by signing the purchase contract for the underlying copper. This same
market price will be applied for Cu Coin purchasers.
Once the underlying assets have been checked for quality at destination and are safely stored in our
designated storage facility, the respective Cu Coins will be distributed to each registered ERC-20
compatible wallet in ratio to the respective buyers contribution to the pool.

ii.

Legal

Purchasers of Cu Coin will sign a contract with the BMC over the sale and storage of physical copper
along with terms of use of the warehouse receipt Cu Coin.
Please note that buyers of Cu Coin (MBX) are not investing with the BMC. The Cu Coin is not a
registered security and buyers should be aware that they are not protected or overseen by financial
regulations and regulators. The purchase and storage contract will be the only official documentation of
the relationship between the buyer and the BMC and the governing laws of the contract will be the
Civil- and Commercial- Codes of Germany. Potential buyers are advised to read through the contract
carefully before deciding to purchase Cu Coins.
The contract will be available for due diligence on our website before and during the ITO.

iii.

Auditing

All relevant lab and loading reports (conducted by respected third parties such as SGS) as well as
publicly relevant clauses of the supplier contract will be published on our website and e-mailed to
purchasers in a timely manner. The BMC is not obligated to publish any parts of the contract or any
other documentation, especially not business secrets of its own or those of a third party.
The BMC will take all further reasonable measures to provide the transparency needed for Cu Coin
purchasers and holders to feel assured of the conditions of their assets.
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3. Advantages of Cu Coin
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vs financial instruments
for Long-term Investors
for Crypto-Market
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Advantages of Cu Coin
a. for physical traders
Physical traders benefit of not having to ship or store the copper that they are trading, thus saving
transportation costs and customs.
However a more significant advantage of Cu Coin comes with the use of ethereum blockchain smart
contracts. Smart contracts are self-executing contracts with the terms of the agreement between buyer
and seller being written into lines of code. This code exists across a distributed, decentralized
blockchain network and the transactions are traceable, transparent, irreversible and automatic. Smart
contracts permit trusted transactions and agreements to be carried out among distant and anonymous
parties without the need for an external enforcement mechanism. With Cu Coin (MBX) and its
connection to the physical world, both payment and copper delivery obligations in a trade deal can be
verified and executed turn in turn by programming a simple smart-contract. This eliminates the need
for traditional and costly merchant banking.

b. vs. financial instruments (CFDs, Options, Future contracts)
Amongst all financial instruments available online, Cu Coin is the instrument with the closest link to
the physical market due to its direct relationship to ready to deploy copper. Furthermore, it gives
investors an opportunity to speculate on the price of copper without the typical risks (excluding market
risk) that come with traditional instruments like future contracts or CFDs and Options.
When prices move against open CFD or Option positions the provider may liquidate the positions at a
loss for which the speculator is held liable (the downside risk of a CFD is unlimited, whereas the most
that can be lost on an option is the price of the option itself). Another dimension is counterparty risk, if
the counterparty to a contract fails to meet their financial obligations, the instrument may have little or
no value regardless of the underlying asset. This means that a CFD trader could potentially incur severe
losses, even if the price of the underlying asset moves in the desired direction. With Cu Coin there is no
risk of liquidation and holders of Cu Coin will get their copper even in the case of dissolution of the
BMC, as the copper is under their direct ownership.
The ethereum blockchain adds more benefits: holders have the flexibility to transfer the asset between
online marketplaces all around the world, as well as the lowest transaction and trading costs. ITO
buyers benefit of the most competitive price for copper amongst all financial instruments (see our ITO
discounts, published on metalbx.com). Unlike CFDs, Cu Coins are available for US, and Hong Kong
residents!

c. for Long-term Investors
Despite the fact that it’s one of the most useful and reliable minerals out there, copper is a unique metal
that is often overlooked by investors.
By 2035, Bloomberg projects a 43% penetration of electrical vehicles in the light-duty vehicle market,
which will be roughly equal to 110 million cars and 3.6 million tons of extra copper demand – equal to
about 15% of the current market.
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As mentioned already, renewable energies consume 500% more copper than conventional systems.
For every MW of wind power about 3.6 tons of copper is needed – and for every MW of photovoltaic
solar capacity, about 4-5 tons of copper is required. Global demand for electricity exceeds 20 000 000
MWh and the trend is upwards. As we progress from fossil fuels to green energy, the demand for
copper will see a significant boost.
Japan consumes about 12 kg of copper per capita. North America consumes around 10 kg, and Europe
consumes 9 kg per capita. But the massive populations in Chile, India, Eastern Europe and South
America are all still consuming less than 2 kg per capita.
According to the Metals Economics Group significant copper discoveries between 1998-2004 have
fallen well short of what is needed to replace the copper produced – a total of just 39.9 million mt of
copper in reserves and resources has been discovered, while production totaled just about 93.6 mt –
although the resources in these deposits have potential for further increases over time. This ratio
between production and discovery is not sustainable and will lead to supply shortages.
There are no viable alternatives either. Aluminum has replaced copper in wires, conductors and various
electrical parts however, demand for both metals has soared in tandem and if you took all the
aluminum stockpiles in the world, it would only be enough for nine days of global consumption.
With ongoing demand in the industry, prices are likely to experience continuous growth in the long
term. Diversify your portfolio with Cu Coin (MBX) and benefit of a promising and relatively low risk
investment.

d. for Crypto-market
We accept common crypto currencies and turn them into copper that you store in your ERC-20 wallet.
Enjoy all the benefits of a less volatile token while still being able to monetize on fluctuations that
depend on global economic factors. Cu Coin is a crypto asset with real-world value!
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About us
a. Executive Team
Chief Executive Officer – Sven Köksal
Fascinated by the benefits and use cases of blockchain technology, Sven has been an active investor in
blockchain related projects. Combined with his experience and involvement in the sectors mentioned
below, Cu Coin is a project that developed in his mind naturally.
His experience in industrial metal trading reaches from acting as broker for off-market trade deals
himself, to legally advising and forming contracts for third party deals.
Besides his involvement in commodities Sven offers intermediary services (ranging from consultancy
to brokerage) for projects looking for financing. He has worked together with several tech start-ups and
high-value commercial real estate in Turkey and Europe as well as mineral mining and fuel extraction
projects in Central Asia.
In the past he worked as the business development manager of an infrastructure company operating in
Turkey and Europe. Currently he is the business development manager of a Turkish company that
manages various patents in the appliances technology sector.

Chief Financial Officer – Mikail Agasiyev
Mikail comes from an industrial mechanics background and has gained experience in various
companies, sectors and countries. Past employers include Baku Steel Company, a medical equipment
producer in Azerbaijan, as well as a medical equipment trader located in Vienna.
He gained experience in industrial metal trading as a broker for off-market deals focusing on Copper
and Aluminum, often working together with Sven.

Chief Operational Officer – Alex Gazar
Alex has a strong background in IT and Finance. As UNIX System specialist, he has worked for
Raiffeisen Group as well as IBM where he offered services for UBS and Dow Chemical Europe.
Besides his above-mentioned work, Alex is holding an executive position in a digital b2c market place
start-up located in Switzerland.

Chief Technology Officer – Gary Brooks
With almost two decades of a highly successful Consultancy career behind him, Gary has a wealth of
experience across a variety of industries. He has driven projects and lead departments, managing
people and processes across projects, programmes, sites and countries. He is Scrum Master certified,
enabling him to effectively lead the multiple streams of a start-up.
He sees the blockchain as the perfect opportunity to revolutionise not only the financial world, but a
myriad of industries and fields, including health care and voting.
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Chief Sales Officer – Toghrul Eyvazov
After completing his degree in Finance, Toghrul worked at Ernst and Young in its advisory department,
where he gained experience in corporate valuations.
During this time he started his own trading company focusing on metals and agriculture. Currently he
is doing his masters in Supply Chain and Trade.

b. Company
Blockchain Metal Company is
Registered as “Blockchain Metal Ticaret ve Lojistik A.Ş”,
Registered at Dereboyu Caddesi, Bilim Sokak, No: 5, Maslak / Sariyer, Istanbul, Turkey.
The company profile will be accessible in the public register after January 2019.
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Legal Disclaimers
a. Regulatory requirements
Cu Coin is a warehouse receipt in the sense of § 475c HGB and does not represent a derivative or security with
regulatory registration requirements; therefore it will not be registered with any financial regulator. Prospectus
requirements are not applicable either.
Cu Coin is not subject to any KYC or AML requirements as a warehouse receipt. The Blockchain Metal
Company will nevertheless identify all initial buyers in compliance with all relevant AML legislation.

b. No offer to sell or solicitation, no advice of any kind
The information contained in the White Paper shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to
buy Cu Coins. This White Paper is in particular not addressed to investors affected by sanctions issued by the
USA, the European Union or the United Nations, such as sanctions related to Belarus, Burundi, Central African
Republic, Cuba, Democratic Republic of Congo, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Sudan,
South Sudan, Syria, Ukraine, Russia, Venezuela, Yemen, and Zimbabwe.
No information in the White Paper should be considered to be investment, business, legal, financial, tax, or
technology advice regarding the Cu Coin and the sale of Cu Coin. Please consult your own investment, legal,
financial, tax or other professional adviser. The tax characterization of the Cu Coin is uncertain, and each
investor must seek its own tax advice in connection with the acquisition of the Cu Coin.

c. Cautionary note
The White Paper has been prepared by BMC in good faith and to the best of its ability. The purpose of the
White Paper is the presentation of the function of the Cu Coin to potential future owners. Readers should
however make their own independent investigations and enquiries regarding matters in the White Paper, and
rely upon their own judgment as to the accuracy and completeness of any information. The Cu Coin may not be
suitable for every interested party and any offering may be restricted to those parties that meet certain criteria
imposed by applicable law, regulation or the terms and conditions disclosed by BMC.
The White Paper may contain certain forward-looking statements including statements as to plans that involve
risks and uncertainties. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors.
There are risks, however it is not the intention to list and identify all the possible risk adversely affecting the
purchase and ownership of Cu Coin. Any interested party should ensure that they fully understand the terms of
the transaction, including the relevant risk factors and any legal, tax, regulatory or accounting considerations
applicable to them, prior to transacting. No information set out or referred to in this document shall form the
basis of any contract.
The BMC reserves the right to make any changes or amendments to this document and buyers are urged to
reassess the White Paper for any changes prior to their Cu Coin purchase.
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info@metalbx.com
Social-Media: @blockchainmetal
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